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A

nalog Futures brings together work by artists who
explore the materiality of our media apparatus -- the
machines and electronic devices that deliver images
and information to us. In Analog Futures, television
sets and computer black boxes, cathode ray tubes and
VHS videotape, are transformed into sculptural objects,
repurposed and reanimated to reveal the internal
electronics that power video monitors, the visual glitches
that underlie computer circuitry, and the magnetic tape
that mysteriously holds video imagery.
The exhibition links work by two generations of artists
who investigate the potential of the media-apparatusas-object. Throughout the 1960s, pioneering video
artist Aldo Tambellini created and exhibited “prepared
televisions,” in which the electronic circuitry of TV sets
was altered to distort the broadcast image and convert
it into swirling and vibrant abstract forms, freeing it
from already established televisual conventions. As
we move more deeply into the twenty-first century, a
younger generation of artists is similarly transforming
a range of media technologies. Artists Brandon Barr,
Jason Bernagozzi and LoVid resurrect half-forgotten
and obsolete media creating a host of new meanings
and contexts for these objects: the after-burn of a plasma
television screen becomes a ghostly meditation on
dead media; a pile of e-waste springs to life with glitchy
abstractions; a newly constructed wobbulator winks at
media history while gesturing towards an analog future.
Analog Futures features work by pioneering media artist
Aldo Tambellini, Brandon Barr, Jason Bernagozzi and
LoVid and a new installation constructed by Wells College
students with curator Laura McGough.

Brandon Barr

Brandon Barr is a mixed media artist and currently lives in Los Angeles,
CA. He received an MFA in Electronic Integrated Arts from Alfred
University in Alfred, NY and BFA in Interdisciplinary Arts at the Kansas
City Art Institute. He has exhibited his work internationally including
China, Brazil and Portugal. Recently, his work was featured in exhibits at
the Torrance Art Museum and the San Diego Art Institute.

Periodic Retention (2013)
Plasma screen TV, media player, electrical outlet

Every tear, crack, glitch and fracture is revealed
and brought to the surface in my work creating a
coalescence of content and material. It is this inbetween state where physical actuality rips through
digitized cultural imagery and creates a new experience.
The end result externalizes the inner processes of the
digital medium and challenges the previous intent of
the various sources, which have been culled from the
Internet and Hollywood cinema. How do we process
the disparate barrage of popular imagery, natural
disasters and actual events in contemporary culture? In
which ways is this information disseminated and what
happens when it collapses in on its self?
In Periodic Retention, the periodic symbols for
Phosphorus, Xenon and Neon appear on the screen
until the heat from the plasma screen temporarily
burns the symbol into the actual screen. This lasts for
about three minutes until it fades away only to repeat
again. This work looks at the actual physical devices
that present our digital content and makes the material
itself the focal point. Similar to how the video plays on
a loop, the piece also creates a conceptual loop that uses
the digital imagery in a way that draws attention to the
mechanics of the television on a macro and micro level.
Thus, revealing the screen as not a window, but a series
of material connections presenting objective content.

Jason Bernagozzi

Jason Bernagozzi is a video, sound and new media artist living and
working in upstate New York and is the co-founder of the experimental
media arts non-profit Signal Culture. His work has been featured
nationally and internationally at venues such as the European Media
Arts Festival in Osnabruk, Germany, the LOOP Video Art Festival in
Barcelona, Spain, the Beyond/In Western NY Biennial in Buffalo, NY,
and the Yan Gerber International Arts Festival in Hebei Province,
China. His work has received several awards including grants from the
New York State Council for the Arts, Wavefarm and the ARTS Council
for the Southern Finger Lakes.

Cathodic Vernacular (2016)
24"x12"x12"Modified CRT Television, Sonically Driven Electromagnets, Speaker

Central to my artistic practice is a desire to
investigate and experiment with the significant features
of time-based media as an evolving world language. I
am particularly interested in the potential of real-time
processing with video, sound and other electronic
forms as a way to work through various concepts within
a reflexive dialogical system. Cathodic Vernacular is a
video sculpture that uses electromagnetic distortions
to the ubiquitous form and fucntion of the cathode
ray tube to talk about how the authority of the video
transmission is in fact a fragile signal. The design of the
modified CRT television is an adaptation of a device
created by Nam June Paik and Shuya Abe known as
the Paik-Abe Raster Manipulator, or "Wobbulator" that
uses sonically driven electromagnets to rip the raster
around the screen. As a commentary on our current
political media culture, the words spoken by the people
on screen are literally unraveling their own image with
their words.

LoVid

LoVid is the NY based artist duo: Tali Hinkis and Kyle Lapidus. LoVid's
work includes immersive installations, sculptural synthesizers, single
channel videos, textile, participatory projects, mobile media cinema,
works on paper, and A/V performance. Collaborating since 2001,
LoVid's projects have been presented at SPRING/BREAK Art Show (NY),
Daejeon Museum (Korea), Everson Museum (NY), Smack Mellon (NY),
Mixed Greens Gallery (NY), CAM Raleigh (NC), Netherland Media
Art Institute (Netherlands), The Science Gallery (Ireland), Real Art Ways
(CT), Bloomfield Science Museum Jerusalem (Israel), Urbis, (UK), The
Jewish Museum (NY), The Neuberger Museum (NY), The New Museum
(NY), and ICA (London), among many others. LoVid has performed and
presented works at: Museum of Moving Image (NY), Lampo (Chicago),
International Film Festival Rotterdam (Netherlands), MoMA (NY), PS1
(NY), The Kitchen (NY), CCA (Israel), and FACT (Liverpool). LoVid’s
projects have received support from organizations including: The Robert
Rauschenberg Foundation, Signal Culture, Cue Art Foundation, Eyebeam,
Harvestworks, Wave Farm, Rhizome, Franklin Furnace, Turbulence.org,
New York Foundation for the Arts, Lower Manhattan Cultural Center,
Experimental TV Center, NY State Council of the Arts, and Greenwall
Foundation. LoVid’s video works are distributed through EAI.

486 Shorts (2006)
DVD, hardware, and e-waste

486 Shorts stems from a personal interaction
with an ordinarily closed off part of a common machine.
By getting inside the black box (the casing of an archaic
486 computer), LoVid reached the physical location
where signals are passed. Connections were made on the
circuit board of the video card, using wire to produce
short videos. Recordings made from these shorts were
then edited into 486 short clips, each corresponding to
one of the physical shorts.
486 Shorts was recorded during a residency at iEAR
in 2006. Special thanks to Bart Woodstrup, Douglas
Repetto, Chris Jordan, Evan Rappaport, Ranjit
Bhatnagar, and Lower East Side Ecology Center.

Aldo Tambellini

Aldo Tambellini is an iconoclastic artist, who was a formative figure
in expanding art media in the early 1960s. He charted an independent
path beginning with paintings then exploring new technologies-- handpainting slides (Lumagrams), films, projections, and video—integrating
these new media into a new art form that synthesized visual art, theater,
music and dance into visceral, sensory, multimedia installations. Critics
and artists recognized Tambellini as an originator of new media art,
“Electromedia,” as he coined it. He performed “Electromedia” events in
the streets, the churches, and in the theaters of New York generating a
sensation. By the end of the decade he established his own club, “The
Black Gate,” in collaboration with Otto Piene, advertised as the only
club in New York City devoted to multimedia. An intermedia innovator
Tambellini exerted a considerable influence on the succeeding generation
of new media artists.

Cathodic Works, 1966-76 (2013)
DVD

Cathodic Works, 1966-76 features documentation of pioneering media artist Aldo Tambellini’s
cathodic experiments, “prepared” television sets in
which the cathode ray tube had been altered to produce
abstract images. Documentation of a number of these
works will be screened including Black Spiral (1969),
a collaboration with Tracy Kinsel and Hank Reinbold
of Bell Labs in which a television set was manipulated
and re-circuited so that all regular broadcast imagery
was transformed into a constantly moving spiral that is
drawn into the center of the tube.

SPECIAL PROJECT
Laura McGough + Wells College Students
Zombie Media (2016)
VHS videotape, electric massagers
Wells College students will work with Analog Futures
curator Laura McGough to create a large-scale sculptural
piece exploring the materiality of VHS videotape.

Laura McGough is a media art historian, curator, and educator currently
based in Buffalo, NY. She has organized exhibitions, screenings,
performances, and streaming content for arts organizations in the U.S.,
Canada, Europe, and Australia. In 1997, she co-founded the new media
collective NOMADS and through this initiative organized a number of
early Web-based art projects/exhibitions including Audiophfile, a sixpart sound art series, and published MASSAGE, an early multi-media
Web-based journal. She received an MA in interdisciplinary studies
from New York University and is completing a PhD in the Department
of Media Study at the University of Buffalo. Her current research focuses
on the turn to liveness in contemporary visual and media arts.
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